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“The health of my patient will be my first consideration; I will respect the secrets which are confided in me. . . . I will not permit considerations of religion, nationality, race, party politics or social standing to intervene between my duty and my patient; I will maintain the utmost respect for human life. . . . Even under threat, and I will not use my medical knowledge contrary to the laws of humanity”

-Declaration of Geneva (Physician’s Oath) [1]

1. Introduction

The Physicians’ Oath is the moral bedrock of medical practice that touts, above all else, to protect the best interests of the patient. [2] Insofar as those interests are predicated on the physicians’ dual knowledge of their patients’ needs together with relevant clinical expertise, open and forthright physician-patient communication is vital to achieving positive health outcomes. At the same time, states have the authority to regulate physician speech that occurs pursuant to the licensed practice of medicine. [3] Professional standards of care differ from state-to-state, though, informed consent laws in all fifty states require doctors notify their patients of the material risks accompanying a given medical treatment or procedure. [4] To a greater extent, however, states are passing laws that seek to regulate the content of physician-patient communications beyond the scope considered for traditional informed consent. Such provisions toe a fine line between acceptable professional regulation and physicians’ constitutionally protected speech.

The degree of constitutional protection afforded to physician-patient communications from government regulation is the source of ongoing judicial debate. Supreme Court precedent on the issue is unclear, pushing lower courts to establish a judicial standard based on their interpretations of those narrow and ephemeral statements of the Court. [5] The outcome is a tangled web of conflicting precedent. [6]

Most recently, the Federal Appellate Courts examined the relationship between state regulations over the practice of medicine and physicians’ First Amendment rights through several cases involving reproductive rights, gun rights, and even public rights to confidential company information. [7] This article examines the latter cases to determine how the courts position such restrictions on physician speech within the context of the First Amendment.

Specifically Part II explores the courts’ conceptualization of physician speech, and, relatedly, the level of judicial protection afforded from state regulations over physician-speech. Part III examines the current case law vis-à-vis regulations of physician speech of two distinct types: (1) those that compel physician-patient communications; and (2) those that restrict physician-patient communications. In Part IV I suggest that physician speech be granted the highest level of constitutional protection from undue government interference in professional...
practice. Applying a standard of strict scrutiny, the regulatory provisions surveyed in this article breakdown under the “sufficiently narrowly tailored to the compelling state interest” analysis. Further, I implore the courts to be especially skeptical of state-imposed regulatory laws through which the articulated state interest is markedly undermined by the law’s effect. Of particular concern are the laws that operate under the guise of a public health objective to fulfill states’ political and moral agendas. Finally, in Part V, I recommend that the Supreme Court relieve physicians from their untenable position as spokespersons for state ideology by establishing a precedent through which content-based restrictions of any kind between physicians and their patients are unconstitutional.

2. Physician Speech Under the First Amendment

The relationship between the First Amendment and the states’ authority to regulate the medical profession is a bit enigmatic insofar as no single, comprehensive judicial understanding of physician speech regulation has readily emerged. To the extent the Supreme Court has addressed the issue of restrictions on physician speech, it has done so briefly through two non-binding court opinions. Accordingly, the Federal Appellate Courts, relying on their own interpretations of these Court statements, guide our treatment of physician speech under the First Amendment. Yet the Federal Appellate Courts disagree as to whether physician-patient communication, as an inextricable component of treatment, should be classified as conduct, outside the scope of First Amendment protection, or, rather, as constitutionally protected commercial speech. Among the courts that hold physician-speech to the traditional commercial standard, proposed speech regulations receive minimal judicial scrutiny such that, generally, one is upheld so long as the language is “truthful, non-misleading, and relevant”; others apply a more stringent standard, upholding a provision only if it “directly advances” the states’ “substantial interest.” Relatedly, the issue of whether content-based and speaker-targeted regulations on physician speech should be distinguished as between those that prohibit speech and those that compel speech is an issue of protracted judicial debate. Traditionally, the courts have applied a heightened scrutiny standard exclusively to content-based restrictions.

It follows that three conflicting standards of protection have emerged within the Federal Appellate Courts: the Ninth Circuit classifies physician-patient communications as conduct subject to minimal First Amendment protection; the Fifth and Eighth Circuits treat physician speech like traditional commercial speech such that state-imposed regulations are subject only to rational basis review; and the Third and Fourth Circuits also apply a commercial speech standard yet they afford physician speech greater protection under the First Amendment, subjecting proposed laws to intermediate scrutiny. First Amendment concerns are raised when a state seeks to regulate physician speech in a manner that wholly conflicts with the professional standards of practice. Of particular concern are the provisions that undermine, be it in spirit or in effect, statutorily imposed informed consent laws. By virtue of the courts’ inconsistent standards of review, state governments are, nonetheless, free to project legislative ideology onto the First Amendment language of the constitution.

3. Examining Laws That Regulate Physician-Speech

1. Laws That Compel Physician Speech

A state provision that pushes the intended boundaries of traditional informed consent, may harm the physician-patient relationship and impede upon the physician’s fundamental rights. To date, the states’ have enjoyed the broadest regulatory power in the context of reproductive rights, the latest by reason of abortion consent laws. In the landmark case, Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey, the Supreme Court upheld a Pennsylvania statute provision requiring physicians to share pre-scripted information with their patients prior to an abortion procedure. Under Casey, informed consent requirements that do not impose a “substantial obstacle” on a woman’s right to obtain an abortion are valid if they are “reasonable.” To this end, the Court defines reasonableness as “truthful, non-misleading, and relevant.” Less clear is whether the Court intended to establish the undue burden test as the exclusive standard for assessing the validity of state-mandated physician-speech in the context of abortion regulation; more precisely, the confusion arises from the tests application, or lack thereof, in the wake of First Amendment challenges.
The incomplete analysis of the proposed informed consent provision left room for Federal Appellate courts to interpret *Casey* as having created a rational basis standard of review for compelled-speech provisions in the context of abortion. Thus, the courts have given broad deference to the states to direct communications between physicians and their patients. Relying on a lenient interpretation of *Casey*, many states have implemented cumbersome abortion consent requirements. For example, states such as Texas and South Dakota enacted laws requiring physicians to perform an ultrasound and to communicate certain information about the ultrasound images to patients prior to the procedure. Whereas the general abortion consent provisions require that certain information be made available, these “speech-and-display” provisions mandate receipt of this information, even if a physician has reason to believe that its delivery poses a danger to the woman’s health. Moreover, a number of state-mandated abortion consent provisions contain immaterial, misleading, and even inaccurate information that would, in the context of another medical procedure, be considered a breach of the professional standards of care and thus entirely at odds with the states’ informed consent laws.

This misalignment between the fundamental purpose of statutorily defined practice of medicine standards and states’ growing abortion consent provisions should raise more than a few judicial eyebrows. Still, the Supreme Court declines to institute a heightened standard of scrutiny for state-compelled physician-speech regulations and, by willfully refusing to do so, has acquiesced to promoting state interests above the health interests of patients.

2. **Forced Reporting of Prenatal Substance Use**

Criminalization for maternal substance use reemerged in response to public fears surrounding a substantial rise in the incidence of maternal crack use during the latter part of the nineteen-eighties and early nineteen-nineties. Ostensibly aimed at government interests in enhancing maternal-fetal health, several states amended their neglect, abuse, and homicide statutes to include infants who are born chemically dependent on controlled substances to which they were exposed in utero. Collectively referred to as Chemical Endangerment Laws, the statutory inclusion of newborn chemical dependency as a “harm” has led to the prosecution of over two hundred women across eighteen states.

Under amended law, physicians’ rendering health care services through government subsidized facilities are required to perform a urine analysis on any patient suspected of prenatal drug use. In the event that a woman tests positive for an illicit substance, regardless of amount, these laws compel physicians’ to report the case to local authorities, thereby subjecting their own patients to potential criminal sanctions.

Upon enactment of the reporting mandates for prenatal substance use, the American Medical Association Board of Trustees issued a statement condemning all persecutory actions against women for fetal harm, suggesting, “[P]regnant women will be likely to avoid seeking prenatal . . . . care for fear that their physicians’ knowledge of substance abuse . . . . could result in a jail sentence rather than proper medical treatment.” The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists Committee on Ethics voiced similar concerns that these regulations undermine the physician-patient relationship and usurp the physicians’ ability to deliver proper treatment, further compromising the health of both the mother and her unborn child.

In effect, fetal protection laws directly undermine the states’ articulated objective of improving maternal-fetal health. Despite the absolute failure of these laws to achieve the states’ public health goals, the courts continue to allow the government to arrogate the parties’ rights to engage in confidential, health-promoting dialog under the First Amendment.

2. **Laws That Prohibit Physician Speech**

The practical effects of prohibitive speech statutes are arguably more injurious than those that compel physician speech. Information that is compelled can still be weighed against the opinion of another physician, for example, but when physician speech is banned altogether, the patient is deprived of information that should be communicated for the purposes of obtaining truly informed consent. The dangers posed by regulations that prohibit physician-patient communications are epitomized by Pennsylvania’s latest “fracking” provision and Florida’s law prohibiting physicians from questioning patients about gun ownership.

1. **The Medical-Gag Rule**
The use of hydraulic fracturing, a method used to extract natural gas and oil from the ground, expanded dramatically over the past decade with the advent of more efficient drilling technologies. As the geographical spread of “fracking” continues to grow, so too do the concerns about its health implications; notably, several of the chemical solutions used in the fracturing process contain known or probable carcinogens that pose significant health risks to individuals who may be directly or indirectly exposed. Still a number of other chemical components are withheld from public knowledge under laws that protect companies’ “confidential proprietary information” or trade secrets.

In 2012, the Pennsylvania legislature amended the existing oil and gas law known as Act 13. Included for the first time were two provisions, together referred to as the “Medical Gag” rule, requiring medical professionals to sign non-disclosure agreements in the event they should need to obtain any information related to chemical trade secrets. In effect, this law bans physicians from discussing industry information with patients whom they suspect of being exposed to and/or sickened by toxic fracking chemicals. Likewise, the Act’s gag rule prohibits physicians from discussing cases of potential or known exposure with professional colleagues.

These provisions restrict the physicians’ ability to communicate critical health information and thus implicates both physicians’ ethical obligations to act in the best interests of their patients, as well as patients’ First Amendment interests in receiving non-deceptive medical advice. As a whole, the Act directly interferes with medical standards of care by prohibiting the professional exchange of information for the purposes of protecting public health, and wholly contradicts the state’s informed consent laws insofar as they limit patients’ ability to determine the underlying cause of their illness. So, physicians are positioned in an absurd catch twenty-two: they can ignore their professional and ethical duties or they can violate the law. In either event, there are serious legal and professional consequences.

Despite its questionable constitutionality, legal challenges to Act 13 under the First Amendment have thus far been unsuccessful. Still, it is inexplicable, at least from a public policy perspective, that the immediate health and safety of the public—our children, elders, and infirm—could fall second to corporate interests.

2. Limiting Communication About Gun Ownership

In 2011 the National Rifle Association (NRA) proposed, and the state of Florida approved, a law seeking to limit physician-patient communications around gun ownership. The Privacy of Firearm Owners Act, aptly referred to as the “Physician Gag Law”, seeks to prohibit physicians from inquiring about a patients’ private gun ownership or of such ownership by the patients’ family members, and from entering such information into medical records. A physician who violates the law, exposes him or herself to potential disciplinary action by the Florida Board of Medicine, substantial fines, and/or criminal charges.

Legal challenges to the Act came swiftly from doctors, medical organizations, and advocacy groups such as the American Civil Liberties Union. Upholding physicians’ First Amendment claims, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida issued a permanent injunction blocking the law from taking effect. On appeal, however, a three-judge panel of the Eleventh Circuit vacated the district court's ruling, holding the Act to be a “presumptively reasonable regulation of professional conduct.” Since 2012, the circuit court has issued two additional opinions upholding the Act under a legal pretense that the Act protects citizens’ Second Amendment rights to bear arms. Classifying the Act as a regulation on professional conduct as opposed to speech, the Eleventh Circuit circumvented all First Amendment analysis.

All the same, these outcomes necessarily rely on a legal fiction: that state and/or federal laws permit physicians’ to interfere with their patients’ lawful ownership, possession, and/or use of firearms. Physicians’ basic questioning about gun ownership hardly constitutes a threat to patients Second Amendment rights; restricting communications about gun access does, however, limit the physician’s ability to assess for patient risk and undermines their professional and ethical obligations to deliver honest information regarding the safety concerns implicated by certain activities.

On June 21st, 2016, the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals, sitting en banc, heard the first round of oral arguments in this latest battle between physicians and gun-rights activists. There is a strong possibility though that this case will reach the Supreme Court on the free-speech claim. Should that be the case, the Supreme Court will have the opportunity to establish a clear position on the regulation of physician-speech, a position that, hopefully, rejects political intrusions into the practice of medicine absent the strictest level of judicial scrutiny.

4. RESTRICTIONS ON PHYSICIAN SPEECH CALL FOR STRICT JUDICIAL SCRUTINY
The cases discussed above invoke the question: to what extent does the First Amendment prevent the government from imposing additional regulations on the content of physicians’ communications with their patients? Although the Supreme Court generally holds content-based restrictions on commercial speech to a heightened standard of scrutiny, the Court has failed to articulate a comparable standard for content-based regulations on physician speech. As a result, government regulations on physician-speech regularly withstand judicial review to the detriment of individuals’ fundamental rights.

1. The Unfortunate Consequences of Minimal Judicial Scrutiny

As precedent stands, states are encouraged to adopt regulatory laws that unduly infringe upon citizens’ rights to free-speech, no matter how attenuated the state interest may appear from the language and/or effect of the provision. Often the laws that seek to direct physician-patient dialogue are adopted under the pretense of public health; yet many of these speech-regulatory provisions contradict the evidence-based practices espoused by the medical community and, in fact, thwart the efforts of the well-suited professionals who serve the populations most frequently targeted by the laws’ negative effects.

The abortion consent laws and fetal protection provisions were enacted pursuant to the states’ articulated interest in protecting the health of women and that of their potential offspring. In theory this is a laudable goal, however, in effect these laws directly undermine the states’ purported goals; women who defer obstetric care, take care into their own hands, or deny care all together for fear of condemnation ultimately cause greater harm to themselves and, where relevant, to their fetus.

The fact that states’ continue to rely on largely discredited scientific evidence to promote maternal-fetal health suggests that the interest being protected is one of ideology rather than of public health concern. If the states truly wished to protect maternal-fetal health at every stage, they would adopt policies aimed at prevention and early intervention as opposed to the existing laws that are punitive and restrictive in nature. Ensuring women have access to proper healthcare, including access to contraceptives and effective addiction treatment facilities will, in all probability, contribute to improved maternal-fetal health.

Equally, the speech-restrictive fracking and gun-ownership statues are grounded in weak or otherwise questionable state interests.

We can only assume absent any clear articulation, that the state interest underlying the Medical Gag rule is either the protection of corporate trade secrets or the attainment of natural gases. In either event, the interest should not suffice to outweigh the tremendous public health concerns implicated by these latest fracking procedures.

As noted earlier, Florida’s Physician Gag Law is grounded in the state’s interest in protecting citizens’ Second Amendment rights to bear arms. If we blindly accept the state’s Second Amendment argument, are we then to understand that the right to bear arms unquestionably trumps both the fundamental right to free speech as well as the government’s obligation to act in the best interest of the public health and welfare of its citizens?

While there is no judicial test that can unequivocally expose ideological agendas concealed within state proposed regulations, the courts can protect vulnerable populations from politically-motivated speech regulations by applying strict scrutiny to any provision that seeks silence or compel physician speech in the context of patient treatment.

2. Strict Scrutiny as an Appropriate Alternative

The inextricability of physician-patient communications from treatment under the practice of medicine suggests that physician speech ought to be held to a higher standard than all forms of commercial speech. The commercial speech standard fails to protect physicians’ First Amendment rights as well as the constitutional rights and the health-related interests of their patients. Ideology-based laws threaten general welfare by undermining the kind of open and honest communication that leads to informed healthcare consumerism and, ultimately, to improved public health outcomes.

What’s more, the physician’s ability to communicate with his or her patient is already limited by duties imposed by state licensing and ethics boards, the violations of which carry sufficiently punitive results. Likewise, patients’ are legally empowered to penalize physicians through the imposition of tort liability for medical malpractice.

Given their extensive medical knowledge and specialized training, physicians deserve the broadest freedoms to communicate with their patients so that, physician and patient together may determine a treatment option best suited to the patients’ unique needs.
Therefore, any regulation that undermines, contradicts, or takes discretion away from physicians’ to determine what is in the best interest of their patients’ health, should be subject to strict scrutiny such that the provision will only survive if it is narrowly tailored to a compelling state interest that cannot be achieved through less restrictive means.

5. CONCLUSION

From women’s health issues to gun safety, political intrusions into the practice of medicine is a disturbing trend. Agenda-backed laws that seek to regulate physician speech threaten evidence-based practice standards, delivery of safe, quality medical care, and undermine the trust-based relationship between physicians and their patients. Yet state-mandates on physician-speech, regardless of their ulterior aims, will continue to survive this weak standard of judicial scrutiny without so much as nod to First Amendment rights.

To bring about any real change, regulatory laws that lack a strong, evidence-based foundation should be repealed and, moving forward, steps taken to ensure the free exercise of professional judgement so that physicians’ can deliver care that is in the best interests of their patients. To ensure that physician-patient communications enjoy as many First Amendment protections as possible, the Supreme Court should also consider an explicit category of professional speech that commands the highest level of judicial scrutiny regardless of the content of or the context in which such speech is delivered.
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